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Contact analysis is ubiquitous in many tasks in robotics, mechanical design, man-
ufacturing, and computer graphics. The task is to compute the evolving sequence of
part contacts and compliant motions given the part shapes and allowable motions.
It is especially challenging for curved parts with multiple, changing contacts. Sev-
eral disciplines have developed contact analysis algorithms for specialized systems, yet
practical algorithms for most contact analysis applications are still not available. This
situation leaves engineers, designers, and researchers unsure how to pick the right one
for a given task. In this paper, we assess the effectiveness of current contact analysis
algorithms for representative applications, identify the trade-oft's between generality
and efficiency, and propose directions for future research. We exemplify this selection
with two applications: dynamical simulation and kinematic tolerance analysis.
1
1 Introduction
In this paper, we assess the state of the art in contact analysis algorithms for systems of
moving rigid parts. The task is to compute the evolving sequence of part contacts and
compliant motions given the part shapes and allowable motions. Contact analysis plays a
central role in robotics, mechanical design, manufacturing, and computer graphics. Figure 1
lists the primary applications.
domain task role of contact analysis
Robotics path planning avoid obstacles
compliant motion motion constraints
grasp planning stable grasps
Mechanical mechanism design transform part motion
Engineering kinematic tolerancing contact variation due to part variation
parametric design contact changes due to part modifications
assembly tolerancing contact variations due to tolerances
assembly planning avoid interference; handle tolerances
feeding assemblies place parts in a desired configuration
fixture design achieve a stable grasp; loading ease
MEMS design all the above + special needs
Graphics physics-based rigid body physics
modeling, animation
virtual environments interaction, prediction, control
Biomedicine joint modeling, contact between complex
computer-assisted free-form shapes
surgery
All the above dynamical simulation contact forces; contact changes
Figure 1: Contact analysis applications.
Contact analysis is a computational bottleneck in many tasks. The difficulties are due to
the large number of contacts and to the complexity of the resulting constraints, especially in
systems with curved parts and contacts changes, such as chain assemblies, car engines, and
VCR mechanisms. Dynamical simulators need to detect contact changes to compute contact
forces. Robot path planners need to achieve and maintain contact with target parts, while
avoiding collisions with the environment. Designers need to assure that products can be
assembled despite small manufacturing variations in the parts. Analogous problems occur
in other contact analysis applications.
The complexity of contact analysis grows rapidly as the number of parts and part fea-
tures (vertices, edges, and faces) increases. A pair of touching parts interacts via one or
more contacts between feature pairs. For the features to touch without overlap, the part
2
Figure 2: Chain assembly.
configurations (position and orientation coordinates) must satisfy semi-algebraic constraints.
The geometry of the touching features determines the individual contact constraints, which
combine to constrain the system configuration. Hundreds of features per part is the norm,
which leads to thousands of potential contacts per pair of parts and to a combinatorial ex-
plosion of contacts in most changing contact systems. Manual contact analysis is error-prone
and time-consuming at best and is often infeasible. Further complications arise in applica-
tions with significant part deformation. The analyst needs to pick a deformation model, to
estimate material properties, and to study continuum effects.
We illustrate contact analysis on a mechanical design application: a chain assembly that
consists of a driving gear (left), a driven gear (right), and a chain formed of cylindrical
pins connected by links (Figure 2). As the driver rotates, its teeth mesh with the chain
links and rotate the driven gear. The contact analysis task is to compute the meshing and
unmeshing configurations of the link/gear pairs subject to the chain constraints. The system
configuration consists of two translational and one rotational coordinate per part. There are
thousands of possible contacts between the 34 links on the chain, the 20 teeth on the driving
gear, and the 16 teeth on the driven gear. Each-contact set generates distinct, nonlinear
relations between the part configurations.
Several disciplines have developed contact analysis algorithms for specialized systems.
Mechanical simulation research provides efficient algorithms for systems with permanent
part contacts, such as linkages and robot manipulators. Physics-based modeling research
provides fast collision detection algorithms for systems of polyhedra. Robotics research
provides path planning and fine motion planning algorithms for several classes of robots.
Yet practical algorithms are unknown for many applications. The proliferation of algorithms
leaves engineers, designers, and researchers unsure how to pick the right one for a given task.
In this paper, we assess the effectiveness of current contact analysis algorithms for repre-
sentative applications, identify the trade-offs between generality and efficiency, and propose
directions for future research. In Section 2, we classify the algorithms according to input,
output, computational complexity, and applications. In Section 3, we compare the algo-
rithms on the key applications of dynamical simulation and of kinematic tolerance analysis.
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In Section 4, we examine the scope of rigid-body models. We conclude with our view on
how to tackle the applications that lack effective contact analysis algorithms.
2 Contact analysis algorithms
We study contact analysis within the configuration space representation of rigid-body inter-
action. Configuration space is a concise, complete, and explicit representation that provides
theoretical insight into contact analysis. It is also a computational framework that sup-
ports practical contact analysis algorithms for many applications. Although configuration
space predates computers, its first computational application was robot motion planning by
Lozano-Perez [24].
The configuration space of a rigid-body system is a parameter space whose points specify
the spatial configurations of the parts. The parameters usually represent part translations
and rotations, but can be arbitrary generalized coordinates. The configuration space dimen-
sion equals the number of degrees of freedom of the system. Configuration space partitions
into free space where the parts do not touch and into blocked space where some parts over-
lap. The common boundary, called contact space, contains the configurations where some
parts touch without overlap and the rest do not touch. Free space represents the realizable
motions of the parts. Contact space represents the couplings between their motions induced
by contacts. It is a closed set comprised of algebraic patches that represent contacts between
pairs of part features. As the parts of a system move, its configuration traces a curve through
free and contact space.
Figure 3 illustrates the generic structure of configuration space. Figure 4 shows the
configuration space of a link/gear pair in the chain assembly. The link consists of a pin and
a cylinder connected by two rectangular plates. The configuration space is three-dimensional
because the link has three degrees of freedom. But it is symmetric under link rotation because
the only functional feature is the circular pin. We pick the link as the moving part, place a
local coordinate frame at the pin center, and compute a planar configuration space in which
the pin orientation is ignored. The configuration space coordinates are the horizontal (x)
and vertical (y) position of the local frame relative to the gear center. The contact space is a
continuous, piecewise smooth curve. The smooth portions are contact patches and singular
points are the patch boundaries.
Contact analysis is formally equivalent to partitioning configuration space into free and
blocked spaces in that every contact question is answerable by a query about the partition.
Testing if parts are in contact in a given configuration corresponds to testing if the con-
figuration point is in contact space. Identifying contact changes corresponds to identifying
configurations on patch boundaries and computing the adjacent patch.
Robotics research confirms the empirically observed difficulty of contact analysis with for-







Figure 3: Portion of a generic contact space. Part contacts on the left show representative
configurations. The pair makes contact at the left dotted configuration, the contact point





Figure 4: Link/driven gear configuration space. Units are millimeters.
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degrees of freedom [20]. This difficulty motivates the development of specialized algorithms.
We classify these algorithms in terms of the portion of the configuration space that they
compute: collision detection, local contact analysis, and configuration space partitioning.
2.1 Collision detection
Collision detection tests an assembly configuration (a point in configuration space) for mem-
bership in blocked space by testing for part overlap. The worst-case running time is quadratic
in the number of part features. The average case is often better, especially in applications
that involve repeated collision detection queries at closely spaced configurations. Sophisti-
cated algorithms are available for systems of hundreds of polyhedra with thousands of faces
based on spatial partitioning, which avoids comparisons between distant parts, and on co-
herent computation, which predicts current contacts based on the past [2,22]. Curved parts
are harder to deal with, although interval methods may be applicable [31, 32].
Colllsion detection provides a limited form of contact analysis: it does not derive contact
constraints, contact changes, or global relations among contacts, such as jamming modes or
backlash conditions. It is general, easy to use, and often very fast. Its main applications are
dynamical simulation, navigation in virtual environments, and motion planning [3, 17].
2.2 Local contact analysis
Local contact analysis computes the contact constraints between the parts of a system in
a given configuration. Geometrically, this is the contact patch in configuration space that
contains the input configuration. The contact patch consists of the nearby configurations that
are reachable via compliant motions without contact changes. It is computed by formulating
the contact constraints for the touching features and solving them analytically or numerically.
The running time is polynomial in the part complexity for polyhedra and tends to be low in
general, although combinatorial bounds are lacking for the iterative algorithms.
Local contact analysis is more general than collision detection, as it computes a region
in configuration space versus a point. It is still a partial form of analysis, since it does
not compute the boundaries with adjacent contact patches. For example, it cannot predict
that a ball rolling on the floor will hit a wall. This limitation makes local analysis simpler
and faster than full analysis, since there are many possible contacts that interact in complex
ways. Local analysis is ideal for establishing properties of the contact set and for studying its
sensitivity to small part variations. The main applications are compliant motion planning,
grasp planning, and kinematic tolerance analysis. These tasks require information about
configuration space neighborhoods that collision detection does not provide, such as stable
configurations and safe motion directions.
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2.3 Configuration space partitioning
Configuration space partitioning is the most general, difficult, and time consuming form of
contact analysis. It derives the geometry and boundaries of every patch in contact space,
which represents the contact conditions and contact constraints for every possible contact set.
Given the partition, collision detection and local contact analysis reduce to point location,
for which efficient computational geometry algorithms are available. Partitioning is ideal for
applications that require information about the relations between contacts, such as assembly
planning with tight fits, and part interference and clearance tests in mechanical design.
Contact relations also help path planners search for narrow channels between obstacles and
help dynamical simulators predict contact changes.
Several configuration space partitioning algorithms appear in the robotics literature [20].
The condition that the parts not overlap yields multivariate polynomial inequalities in the
configuration space coordinates whose solution set, a semi-algebraic variety, is the free and
contact space. Computing the partition with general algebraic methods is intractable in
theory and in practice.
There are a variety of practical configuration space computation algorithms for specialized
systems. Avnaim et al. [1] and Brost (5] handle pairs of planar polygons. Sacks and Joskowicz
[27] handle pairs of curved, one degree of freedom parts whose boundaries consist of line
segments and circular arcs, while Sacks and Bajaj [26] extend the coverage to parts with three
degrees of freedom. The kinematic analysis performed by mechanical systems simulators on
linkage mechanisms [12, 30] is equivalent to configuration space computation for systems
with permanent contacts.
Partial or incremental configuration space partitioning is worthwhile when most of the
configuration space is unimportant. Donald [9] develops parametric expressions for contact
patches and their intersections for polyhedral pairs with six degrees of freedom. Joskowicz
and Taylor [16] construct linearized contact patches and infer patch transitions for a complex
polyhedral model of a hip prosthesis. Joskowicz and Sacks [15] compute linearized regions
in the configuration space of a system of curved planar parts.
3 Case studies
We illustrate the trade-offs between contact analysis algorithms for dynamical simulation
and for kinematic tolerancing. We pick these applications because they span the issues that
we wish to address and because we are especially familiar with them.
3.1 Dynamical simulation
Dynamical simulators use contact analysis to determine the touching part features and the
ensuing motion constraints at every simulation step. The computation has to be fast because
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there are thousands of steps, especially if interactive performance is required. Effective
simulation algorithms are available for systems with fixed contact topologies [12, 14, 30]. The
primary application is linkage mechanisms where the lower pair joints enforce the topology.
Dynamical simulation of systems with changing contacts is an active research area. The
choices are collision detection and configuration space partitioning.
Sacks and Joskowicz use [28] use configuration spaces to simulate planar systems with
curved higher pairs, lower pairs, open loops, and closed loops. Computing the configuration
space partition takes at most a few minutes and contact analysis takes milliseconds per
integration step. The partitioning takes under a second when each part has one degree
of freedom, which is true in 90% of mechanical designs according to our survey [15]. The
extension to spatial systems is very difficult.
Several researchers have developed simulators for systems of polyhedral parts [2, 7, 25J
using collision detection. These algorithms are effective for loosely coupled systems where
few parts are close together at most times and where part velocities are small relative to
inter-part distances, such as a moving object in a static world, pendulums, rolling balls, and
rock slides. It is unclear how well the heuristics work in the mechanical domain where many
parts interact, contact changes are common, clearances are small, and parts are driven fast.
The algorithms approximate curved parts with polyhedra, which creates spurious discon-
tinuities in the contact functions that distort the dynamics. The approximation increases
the simulation time when the parts interact often, which is the norm in mechanical systems
because persistent part contacts are the building blocks of mechanical function.
The two contact analysis methods appear complementary, so implementors should choose
the method that fits their domain. We recommend collision detection for spatial systems
and for large, unstructured planar systems, but configuration space computation for most
planar engineering applications.
3.2 Kinematic tolerance analysis
Kinematic tolerance analysis derives the variation in the function of mechanical systems
due to manufacturing variation in the shapes and configurations of their parts. The part
variations induce variations in the contact constraints that can cause variations in the system
dynamics. For example, a meshed pair of rotating gears undergoes a series of tooth contacts
that impose a relation between the gear angular velocities. Ideal gears transmit rotation
linearly, whereas real gears exhibit backlash and chatter because of axis misalignment and
gear profile imperfections. Designers use kinematic tolerance analysis to guarantee correct
function and to reduce manufacturing cost. The primary applications are mechanism design
[8,291 and design for assembly [6, 211.
Kinematic tolerance analysis consists of contaCt analysis and sensitivity analysis. Con-
tact analysis derives the sequence of contact sets in the nominal operating mode and the
functional relationship between the part tolerance parameters and the contact constraints in
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each contact set. Sensitivity analysis determines the maximum or average variation of this
function and the contribution of each parameter. The choice of a contact analysis algorithm
determines the coverage of the overall algorithm because sensitivity analysis is straightfor-
ward and domain independent.
The applicable contact analysis algorithms are local analysis and configuration space
partitioning, since collision detection does not provide the requisite information. Chase et
al. [6] describe a local analysis algorithm for systems with fixed contact topologies whose
parts interact via a library of standard contacts that contains all lower pairs and several
higher pairs. The algorithm computes kinematic variations from a given configurationj it
does not analyze variations over the system work cycle. Sacks and Joskowlcz [29] compute
the kinematic variation of systems of curved planar parts along a nominal motion path.
They partition the pairwise configuration spaces, compute the nominal sequence of contact
sets, and derive kinematic variations by local analysis on the contact sets.
Local analysis is adequate for computing quantitative variations in system function,
meaning small deviations from the nominal part motions, but it cannot detect qualitative
variations due to changes in the contact sets. In ~sembly tasks, small part variations per-
turb the part motion paths without endangering the final, assembled configuration, whereas
larger variations can prevent parts from fitting into their assembled configuration. In mecha-
nism design, small variations degrade performance, while large variations can lead to failure.
For example, the driver in a Geneva mechanism alternately rotates the wheel with a pin and
blocks it with a locking arc (Figure 5). Small variations in the pin and slot preserve this
function with slightly different part motions, while larger variations cause the pin to jam.
In configuration space terminology, small variations cause the contact curves to vary in a
narrow band around the nominal curves, while lar-ger variations allow the curves to overlap
and block the free space.
Local analysis cannot detect qualitative variations because they destroy the very contact
sets that it presupposes. We need to perform a bifurcation analysis on the configuration
space partition to determine which parameter variations produce structural changes in the
contact space, such as patch addition, deletion, or intersection. A general analysis appears
infeasible due to the high dimensions of the configuration space and the parameter space.
Sacks and Joskowicz [29] identify qualitative variations by manually varying the parameter
with the largest sensitivity. This approach should prove broadly applicable.
4 Rigid body dynamical simulation
Contact dynamics models and dynamical simulation algorithms are plagued by two general
problems beyond contact analysis.
The first problem is that the resulting initial value problem may not have a unique





Figure 5: Geneva pair and a detail of its configuration space. The upper and lower curves
indicate the maximum variation of the nominal contact space for a 26-parameter model with
parameter tolerances of 0.02 mm. Tolerances of O.04mm allow the curves to overlap and the
pair to jam.
but the constraint forces are not uniquely determined when the constraints are linearly
dependent. With friction, uniqueness and existence results have been established only for
special types of systems [33]. In other cases, there are no solutions or multiple solutions for
the accelerations for some choices of initial conditions. One class of examples is statically
indeterminate systems with friction, which are common in locomotion 1 grasping, fixturing,
assembly, and manipulation.
The second problem is the lack of accurate, tractable models of frictional impact. When
the assumptions of smoothness and of direct, central impact are relaxed, there is no sat-
isfactory approach to model impacts. Although several models have been proposed, none
has been validated experimentally. Our preliminary experimental data [18] strongly sug-
gests that none of the current models are correct. The models also suffer from theoretical
shortcomings. For example, Newton's and Poisson's approaches sometimes generate energet-
ically inconsistent results during collisions [34]. Brach's approach [4] can predict zero energy
dissipation for a coefficient of restitution smaller than 1 [34].
None of the rigid-body models is readily applicable to multiple impacts [19]. All parts
are assumed to be
... instantaneously subjected to the same change of motion as the result of impact.
In reality, the disturbance generated at the contact point propagates into the
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interior of the bodies with a finite velocity, and its reflection at bounding surfaces
produces oscillations of vibrations in the solids. Thus all sections of each body
are not simultaneously exposed to the same force action. [11]
The waves reflect off bounding surfaces until they dissipate. The energy that produces local
contact deformations and vibrations dissipates as heat.
The forces, stresses, and deformations resulting from impact are not accounted for by
the rigid-body theory. The theory is justified and the effects of wave propagation may
be neglected only when an insignificant portion of the total kinetic energy is converted to
vibration energy during the impact. If the period of impact or the duration of contact is
much greater than the reciprocal of the lowest natural frequency of the parts, the rigid-body
theory may suffice as a satisfactory approximation. When this condition holds, the vibration
waves will travel back and forth across the bodies several times before impact ends, creating a
quasi~equilibrium state. However, the classical theory is often seriously in error for collisions
involving such relatively low natural frequency parts as rods, thin plates, and beams [11].
The time required for the propagation of waves through solids following collision and the
lowest natural frequency depend on the material and on the geometries of the bodies. In







with G the modulus of shear rigidity, E the modulus of elasticity, p the density, and v
Poisson's ratio. More generally, the characteristic wave speed is proportional to JE / p in
most solids.
For a particular case, we must compare the impact duration and the time required for a
disturbance wave to travel across the solid and back to the point of contact after reflection. In
rigid bodies where the largest dimension is of the order of several centimeters and the material
is steel, the impact durations are of the order of several hundred microseconds and the wave
velocities are such that the wave can travel across the longest dimension over a hundred
times during the impact. In such, situations, it is reasonable to use rigid body models. But
if there are two or more contacts, it is necessary to consider all contacts concurrently.
It is well understood that rigid body models are an idealization of reality. The conditions
under which the models are appropriate depend upon the underlying physical systems and
upon the application requirements. The factors that govern the accuracy are the forces
acting on the system, the part shapes, and the material properties. Depending on these
factors and the operating conditions (the state of the system), the rigid body approximation
mayor may not suffice
More accurate models require the explicit modeling of part deformations given the ma-
terial properties, the constitutive laws, and the appropriate continuum theory. Analytical
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approaches are very difficult, so numerical methods, such as the finite-element method, of-
ten must be employed [34, 13]. Deformation models provide unique solutions for the contact
forces as explicit functions of the state variables. They cover persistent contacts and impacts,
including friction and multiple touching parts. They allow us to analyze statically indeter-
minate systems that are otherwise intractable. However, deformation approaches may prove
computationally intractable for large-scale or real-time simulation.
We [18] develop simplified models that yield accurate results at an acceptable computa-
tional cost. These models assume that the gross motion of the dynamical system, that is
the part configurations and velocities, obeys the rigid body laws. In addition to the gross
motion, there are small local deformations at each contact. The contact model relates the
local deformations to the gross motion and the contact forces to the local deformations. It
supports linear elastic, linear visco-elastic, and nonlinear visco-elastic laws. The compliant
contact model also supports the simulation of multiple frictional impacts [19]. Because the
forces are computed directly from the state of the system, the model yields expressions that
predict the evolution of the normal and tangential impulses during the course of the impact.
This approach models the behavior of systems with multiple contacts in which one impact
sets off impulsive forces at other contacts. We [18] are working on verifying the impact
models experimentally.
5 Conclusions
Selecting an appropriate contact analysis algorithm for a specific task and class of systems is
key to effective problem-solving in many domains. Based on configuration space, a formalism
that provides theoretical insight into contact analysis, we have classified contact analysis
algorithms into the categories of collision detection, local analysis, and configuration space
partitioning. Collision detection provides the most limited form of contact analysis but
applies to all systems, is easy to use, and is often very fast. Local contact analysis provides
information about a single contact set at a higher· computational cost. Configuration space
partitioning provides all the contact information, but is time consuming is currently limited
to planar systems.
The basic trade-off is between the preprocessing cost of computing the contact model
and the online cost of querying it. Some applications, such as tolerancing, require a full
contact model, while others require partial information. Collision detection is best for dy-
namical simulation, virtual environment navigation, and motion planning in complex, highly
unstructured systems. Local analysis is best used for compliant motion planning, grasp plan-
ning and kinematic tolerance analysis. Configuration space partitioning is best for structured
planar systems.
Complete contact analysis algorithms for complex three-dimensional systems are unlikely
due to theoretical and practical restrictions. Specialized algorithms for important classes and
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tasks appear promising, such as semi-local contact analysis and incremental configuration
space partitioning.
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